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ABSTRACT

2S

Transmission electron energy-Ioss has been used to determine the
angular and energy dependence of thp-cross-section for K-shell ionization
of Al, and L-shell ionization of Cr, Fe, and Cu. On the basis ef these
experimeútal results it was found that simple hydrogenic theory predicts
well the angular distribution of inner-shell scattering and shows a rea-
sonable absolute agreement for a large energy window. In addition,
total-inelastic cross-sections tor these elements were measured and com-
pared with the free-electron Plasmon and Hartree-slater theory. The ex-
periments show that a free-electron plasmon model predicts fairly well the
cross-section for elements sueh as Al. For Cr, Fe, and Cu an atomie mod-
el i5 more appropiate •

• This work is part of the thesis submitted to the Faeulty of Graduate
Studies and Researeh, Univer5ity of Alhprta, Canada, in partial
fulfilment of the requirements for the degree of Master of Science.
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RESll,tEN

Usando espectroscopía de transmisión tie electrones se determinó
la dependencia angular y de energía de las secciones-eficaces de ioniza-
ción de la capa-K en Al y de la capa-L en el", Fe y eu. Los resultados
de estos experimentos muestran que la teoría hidrúgenoide predice adecua
d'amente la distribución a~gular de los electrones que han ionizado capa;
interna~ de un átomo y muestra valores absolutos razonables para una ven
tana de energía grande. Además, se midieron secciones-eficaces totales-
de dispesión inelásti~a para los mismos elementos y se compararon con
los valores calculados usando la teoría del electrón libre para un metal
y con Jos valores obtenidos con la teoría f1artree-Slater. Los experimen
tos muestran que la teoría del plasma de electrones libres predice ade--
cuadament~ la sección-eficaz para elementos como el At. Para Cr, Fe y
Cu un modelo atómico es más apropiado.

1. INTROOOCfION

h'ith the first papers uealing with collisions oí fast partieles
""ith.3t0015, which appeared at the bcginning of this century, there began
a new teehnique for studying the structure of the matter by means of
this process. The process generally represents the interaction of part~
eles (in this case electrons) with atOCls, the tatter 50!letimes called
the target and the phenomenon itsclf scattcring. TIlUS, a seattcring
procE'ss depends on the characteristics of the incident electrons and the
atomic properties of the target (here h.e use the \.•ords specimen and sam-
pIe as synonyrnous with target). The characteristics oí the incident
electron5 depend on how fast they are approaching the scattering atorl,
Le. ,on the wavevector r, while the atomic properties are generally de-
scribed by probabilities oí transjtion; these probaLilities are reIated
to the kinJ of atoclic wavc function assumed and consequently to the atan
ie potential. \',11enthe incident cleetrons interaet with the atomie po-
tential, the [ormer may be deviated from their original direction ~cat-
tered). There are basically two t)~es of scattering process: elastic
and inelastie. In the former, the incident particles transfer momentum,
and in the latter transfer momentum and appreciable energy to the atoms
of the s<lmple. This latter mechanism by which fast electrons (\'Iithki_
netic energy grcater than about lOkeV) interact with a sarnple is the
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main concern in the present work.

If a beam of fast eJectrons impinges upon 3 sample, and the sam
pIe is thin enough so that mos! of the beam is no! absorbed, ir is con-
venient to classify the transmitted electrons iTIto three categories: (1)
the unscattered beam, (2) the elastically scattered beam, and (3) thc
inclastically scattereu beam. These groups are characterized rrirnarily
on the basis of scattering !Tlechanism and how much energy has beco los!
by the electrons in passing through the material. TI1Cthi rd group of e-
lectrons that are transmitted through a thin sample are those that ha ve
interacted with the electrons within the samr1e anu lost energy in the
process. The amount of energy los! Jepends largely on the material Ixting
studied. That is, the distribution of energy losses is material depend-

ent and it is this property that \\leare going to use for obtaining infor-
mation abolIt the ator.üc prorerties of the samp1eo The utilization of the
transmitted electron energy 1055 distribution to determine cnemical and
structura1 properties of a thin samplc is kno~n as Electron Energy-Loss
Spectroscopy (EELS),

In an inelastic proccss, the incident electrons lose encrgy in
the interaction with matter o This energy 10ss is attribtltab1e to excita-
tion of atomic electrons, both inner-shell electrons and outer-shell elc£
transo The probability far any of these excitations to occur is given by
the corrcsponding cross-sectiono

Cross-sections for inelastic scattering of fast e1ectrons by
atoms are of concern in many branches of Physicso One slIch area is clec-
tron microscopy, in particular EELS where a partial cross-section ak(a,~)

for ionization of shell k (=KJ LJ M, etc.) by fast incident clectrons
(which are thereby scattered throlIgh angle <a and suffer cnergy los ses
between Ek and Ek+~J Ek being the ionization energy of shel1 k) is re-
quired for quantitative microana1ysis of 1ight e1cments(1) o Also total
inelastic cross-sections a. (L eo, the SLDll of a11 possible inelastic col1n _
lisiancross-sections) are required for cstimating the local thickness of
a specimen(2) o 80th ak(a,~) and crin can bemeasured experimentally using
a thin samp1e of known thickness anJ composition 01' may be calcu1atcd on
the basis of an atomic modelo Since these calculations neglect certain
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factors (such as salid state effects), it is oí inteTes! to compare the
theoretical results with cxper~ental data. In this work, we present
such a comparison for Aluminum, Chromium, Iron, ano Copper.

2. CALQJLATIONS OF lNELASfIC CROSS-SECflONS

Inelastic cross-sections specify the probability oí an incident
electron b~ing inelastically scattered by an atomic electron oí a sample.
The probability oí an atomic electron being excited to a ceTtaio energy
is given by the Generalized Oscillator Strength (OOS). The r~s is propo~
tianal to the differential cross-section, which is the maio concero in
this Section. Here, we are going to prcsent the difíerent altcrnatives
for calculating iImcr-shell ionizatían cross-sections; and finaUy, we
present the difíerent methods used to calculate total-inelastic cross-se~
tioos (~.e.,the sum of all possibIe inelastic-collision cross-sections).

Several mehods(3) have been developed to ealculate both elastic
and ineIastic cross-sections, since both calculations necessarly involve
the assumption of an atomic potential to calculate the atomic wave func-
tioos. These ""ave ÍLUlctions may also have an analytical fom for a given
atomic potential.

A mehod similar to tl~t used to calculate elastic cross-sections
can be used to calculate cross-section for inelastic collisions of fast
electrons with atoms. Hence, the inelastic scattering may be treated by
regarding the atom as a static center of force which gives to an electron
a potential energy Ver). This potential is usually taken as spherically
symmetrical. Furthermare, far sufficiently fast collisions, the influ-
ence of the incident electron upon an atOM may be regarded as a suddend
and weak perturbation; that is, the first Born approxllnation can be uscd.
According to Born1s theory(4), ~len aplane wave strikes the atom each
volume eIernent in the atom sends out a spherical wavelet. These wavelets
start in phase but possess different amplitudes depending upon the value
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oí the potential at the volume elemento In the first Born approximation,
both the incident and scattered electrons are treated 35 rlane waves.

The first step towards obtaining inelastic cross-sections is to
calculate the probability oí transition íTem ao initia} (ground) to a fi-
nal (excited) state; that is, to calculate CDS (Gcneralized Oscillator
Strength). Ideally this would be done by solving the SchrOdinger equa-
tian for the ccrnplete system, ¿e .. the wave cquation which contains expli~
ity the coordinates oí OOth thc incident and atanic electrons. Thc cnergy
tcrm is the sum oí the energy oí the atom in its ground state and the
kinetic energy oí the incident electron. The solutions oí this cquation
are generally assumed to be separable into a function oí the incident
electron and anather ~Jnctian far the atom.

The energy differential crass-section far a collisian, in which
and incident electron of kinetic energy T is scattercd with a nomentum
change tOC=t(k-k') anu energy 1055 E. is given in the first Sorn approxim~
tion by(S.6)

don _

<Ir -
K
¡",ax
K .m'n

4TTao
(T/R (E/n)

df (E.K)
¡¡f di (n(K.o)') • (2.1)

wherc'ao is the Bohr radius; R=me'/Zfi'=13.6eV is the Rydberg energy. An
unportant point about Eq. (2.1), discovered by Bethe(S). is that the GOS,
dfn(E. K)/dE. should be independent of T if T is sufficiently large. In
such a case, the GOS can be computed frem internal dynamics of the atom
by means of the following relation(6):

df (E.K)
n

<lE
z ~ ~

(E/R) (Kao) , 1/ u~(r"" ,rZ)j~lexp(iK.r)uO(r"" .rZ)dr, •...d~l~
(2.2)

with rj being the posltlon vector of the jth atomic electron, uO(r1, .. ,rz)
~ndun(r1 ,.. ,TZ) the wave functions of the atomic eleetrons in the initia1
and final statc. The total wave funetions oí thc initial and final state

'f .• .• 7. -+are o=uoexp(iK.rj) and 'fn=unexp(iK"rj), respectively. These, oí caurse,
should satisfy the SchrUdinger equation. We may rewrite Eq. (2.2) in a
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more convenient form given by

Inl>I' (2.3)

where <ni P> denotes an atomic matrix elen~nt between the excited state n
and the ground statc. This nk,trix clement depends on the quantum numbers
involved in"the transition. For a single 3tom the possible transitions
are between occupied and lmoccupied single-electron sta tes oí the atom,
transitions to occupied states being forbidden by the Pauli exclusion
principIe.

Since cxact atomic W3ve "functions for the initial and final
states, Uo un' are seldom available, approximate methods have been deve!
opecl to calculate these wave functions. These methods have given rise to
different lilCthodsfor the computation of GOS by means of Eq(2.2) and con-
sequently for the computation of'inelastic cross-sections by means oí
Eq(2.1). Sorneof these QCthods are described in the following sections.

By. cm inner-shell ionization cross-section, one means the cross ..
section for exc.ltation of electrons from an iMer shell of an atoo to the
contmutun. Different appr03ches have been developed to carry out these
calculations; SOfl~ of th~n are based on simple hydrogenic wave fWlctions
and others are based on more sophisticated computational methods to ob-
tain mre accurate ator,licwave flll1ctions. Among these methods wc describe
those which may be relevant to EELS.

2.2.1. Th~drogenic model

Egerton(7) has propcsed the use
compute partial or total K- and L-shell
out elemental an3lysis be means oí E£LS.
hydrogenic approxiw~tions(S,6) which use

of a simple hydrogcnic fl~el to
cross-sections needed to carry
lne ~cl is based on previous
Coul~bic-typewave functions.
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An important point about Coulrnnbic-type wave functions is the
choice of a screening parametcl'. Because the choice is crucial to a11
calculations involving such wavc functions, we shall make sorne comments
are about the screening parrrneter.

The basic assumptian underlying the use of screened hydrogen-like
wave functions to describe a l:lany-electron atom is that for a single ele£.
tren outside a closed shcll, the ficId due to the nucleus and the other
electrons taken together can be assumed to be spherically symmctrical,
that is, to beha\'c as~. Once this assumption is madc, the effeet oí the
other electrons is accomodated by replacing the nuclear charge Z by an
approxirnate effective charge Zs~Z-6Z, 62 being a number characteristic oí
the n and ¿ values of the clectrons in the shel1. The actual choice of
62 would depend on what criterion one uses to compare a physical many-
electron atom with its idealized hydrogenic counterpart. Having decided
on this par~~ter, one makes another vital assumption: that'for a given n
a."1d ¿, the nonnalized radial wave functions for atoms oE different atanic
number Z are similar) ~.e., they are replicas of the same function on dif
[erent scales (scaled wave functions).

~sumptions of the hydrosenic model.-In additidn to the consider
ations made in Seetion (2.1), the hydrogenic calculations are based on
the following assumptions:

(1) Relativistic effects within the atom (due to the high O!
bital velocity oí atomie electrons, on a clássieal pic-
ture) are neglected. Relativistic effects due to the
high velocity Vo of the incident eleetron can be ineorp~
rated to first order by avoiding the approximation :
EO=(1/2)mv' instead the incident electron may be charac-
terized be the parameter T=(1/2)mov' , mo=electron rest
mass.

(2) In comr.~n with other calculations oí inner-shell cross-
sections, an atomic model is assumed. That is, solid
state effects are ignored; the cross-section for a given
atom (integrated over an energy range greater than SOeV)
is assumed to be independent oí its physical and chemi-
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cal environment.
(3) Exchange effects (which are possib1e because the inci-

dent and atomic electrons are the san~ type oí particle
and can interchange roles) are neglected.

(4) The wave functions used for the initia1 and final states
oí ls electrons are solutions oí the SchrOdinger equation
far the hydrogen atom, scaled to take into account the
effective potential of the nucleus.

(S) The screening cfíeet oí outer shells is accounted far
(to first order) by adding to the nuclear potentia1 ene~
gy a term Es' corresponding to an approxUmately spherical
distribution of outcr charge. SCreening of the nuclear
field by rhe second I~-electron is incJuded by using an
effective nuclear charge oí Zs=Z-óZ, ÓZ taken as the val

'8)ue 0.3125 ca1cu1ated by Zenerl .
(6) For L-shell ionization, the hydrogenic model in its bas-

ic formpredicts too large a cross-section at an
energy near the ionization edge; the calculations must
be QOdified by adding an energy dependence to the GOS,
to bring this into agreement with X-ray absorption r.leas-
urcw£nts(9) .

The generalized oscillator strength.- The first step towards ob-
taining cross-sections is to calculate the GOS for a transition which ab-
sorbs energy E ano monrentum hK [rom the incident electron. In the hydro-
genic model, the initial and final state, uD and Un in Eq.(2.2), are
sca1ed Cou10mbic wave functions which yie1d an ana1ytica1 for the GOS
which can be evaluated and integrated over scattering anglc and energy
1055 by means of a short «100 1ine) computer program(IO). The GOS, as
indicated in the Section (2.1), is a fundamental property of the atom and
the ful1 momentum-transfer dependence of the ionization cross-section is
Unplicity contained in it. The GOS for a given atom can be represented
comprehensively by a 3-uimensiona1 p10t of df (E,K)/dE as a function of

n
tn(Kao)(2) ond E. A surface resu1ting from that p10t is ca11cd the Bcthe
surface(6). As an example, the hydrogenic GOS for carbon K-shel1 excita-
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tion is shown as a function of E and fu (Kao) (2) in Fig.J. In this figure

two main features can be observed: First, individual curves show qualita-
tively the angular dependence of K-shell scattering, for different

amounts of energy 1055. For an energy 1055 no! much larger than
thc thrcshold value EK, the scattering is forward~peaked (Le., is of max
imuro intensity at 8=0) whereas fay large energy 1055 (several times Ek)
the scattered electrons are concentrated around an angle given by

(Kao)'=E/R, fonning a Bethe ridge which represents hard collisions, that
is, those with snall in~act parameter. Second, the energy dependence oí
GOS is represented by cross-sections through the Bethe surfac~ at con-
stan! K: in particular, planes corrcsponding to very 5mall K give the op-
tica! oscillator strength, which is poportional to the photoabsorption
cross-section.

d '.dE
1."""0-3 J •

•
6

4

Fig. 1. The Bethe surface for K-shell ionization in carbon, calculated
froro the hydrogenic model(7).
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The energy differential cross-section.-The number oí incident
electrons scattered as a result oí k-shell excitation into angles les s
than .0 and energy 10ss E can be obtained by integration of Eq. (2.1) over
appropriate limits oí integration: (Kao) 2 . and (Kao)2 ,which laay be ob

IDl.n rnax -
tained fron the scattering kinematics (conservation oí momentum and ener-
SY). The energy-differentia1 cross-section, dok(a)/dE, computed from the
hydrogenic nIDdel for various values oí n and E shows (Fig. 2) an approxi-
mate energy dependence oí the fonu

(2.4)
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Fig. 2. The K-snell energy-loss spectrum oí carbon fer BOkeV incident
eleetrons and various collection semi-angle a(Ref. 7).
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Parrial cross-sections.- The partia! cross-sections 0k(a,6),
which specify the probability of k-shell scattering through angles up to
a and with energy losses covering n range 6 aboye Ek (the binding ener-
gy), is given by

(2.S)

For nun~rical integration oí this equation, use was made DE the approxi
rote power-law dependence, Eq.(2.4), to reduce the number of steps re-
quired, s being calculated far each energy incremento In Section 4 we
present sorne hydrogenic calculations far seleeted elements far comparison
with experimental results.

Integral and total cross-sections.- For large 6, the partial
cross-section 0k(a,6) becomes egual to the integral cross-section 0k(a)
far k-shell scattering into angles up to a and energy 1055 aboye the
threshold Ek, 0k(a) can be evaluated numericaUy as:

(2.6)

where E2 is chasen such that contributions to the integral fram higher
energy losses can be neglected. In the limiting case a=n, 1~(2.6) gives
the total cross-section for k-shell scattering.

2.2.2 Hartree-Slater Model

A nonrelativistic ~~rtree-Slater central-field model was used by
Leapman, Rez, ancl Mayers(ll) to calculate cross-5ections for ionization
of atomic K-. L-. and ~1-shellsby fast electrons. The H~Aee-S~ek ter
rninology was first used by :..lanson (l2) to indicate the use of Hartree wave
fWlCtions with the Slater approximation for exchange. Manson a150 pointed
out that the more usual HaJt.tttee.-focR-Sta..tCVl. tenninology incorrectly sug-
gests an improvement on thc Fock exchange.
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In the central field approximtion, the radial part of thc
single-particIe orbital satisfics the Schro Jinger equation

h' d'R-= -ni'.::;m drL
+(c-V(r)- (2.7)

flere € is the single-particIc energy eigenvalue. An interesting point
about this equation is that the potentialV(r) seen by an electron in the
orbItal (n./') depends on the orbItal. To solve this equation, lIartree(J3)

suggestcd the foIlowing proccdurc. By associating a c!large density
p(r)=-4neR~ (r) with each electron, we could construct a tentativc
potential from thf' tntal Ch..'lT,l2;C distribution due to the elcctrons and the
nucleus. Solvillg F.q.(2.7), ,re couId obtain solutions Rn./'(r) which now
detennine a ncw potential. Thi s proccdure is continued until the final
wave functions is self-consistent to a high arder of accurancy.

Assumntions oí the llartrcc-Slater ~,lodcl.- The calculations car-
ried out by Leapman, Rez, and ~~yers(11)are based on previous calcula-
tioll dOlle By~1anson(J2) and 1.IcGuire(J4) whomake use of the general con-

siderations mcntioned aboye. In addition, the following assumptions are
made.

el} RelatiYistic effects within the atom are neglected. Rela-
tiyistic effects due to the higIl yelocity y of tIle incident
electron are accowltcd by using EO=(1/2)mOV' instead of the
most general express ion E=mc~ -mOc2•

(2) Aa atomic model is assumcd. ConSequffiltly, salid state ef-
fects are neglected.

(3) Exchange between the scattercd electroll and the ejectcd
atomic electron is not taken into account, since this ef-
fect is negligible cxcept for very high energy losses rold
scattering angles.

(4) TIle initial and final states of the atan are expressed as
products of one-electron waye functions for a central at-
omic petential. Thus, wave functions of the electrons not
directly inyolyed in the transition remain unaltered.

(5) The initial state is a one-electron Herman-Skillman wave
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f~~ction,a solution of the SchrOdinger equation with
the self~consistent atomic potential

(2.8)

where Zo is the effective screened nuclear charge for 3

ls electron. The final sta tes are found by solving the
radial SchrOdinger equation, Eq.(2.7), with the same ee~
tral ficId £or the continuum energies. The outcr sta tes
are normalized by matching Coulomb wave functions at lar
ge radius.

The generalized oscillator strength. - The GOS needed to ealeu-
lated the cross-sections is calculated by computing the r.mtrix elements
in the following equation (ef. Eg. 2.3):

E 1<££' lexp(iK.r) 10£>1'
£' (2.9)

Here, TI and t refer to the initial and final statc principal and angular
momentwn quantum numbcr, respectively, e: and t' refcr to the final state
with continuum energy e: and angular momentum t' . The energy 1055 E is
rclated to e: by E=e:-Enl, whcre Ene is the binding energy of the initial
state. The computation of the matrix elef¡~nts in Eq.(2.9) is carried out
following ~Wmson(12) , who expanded the operator exp (iK.r) in terms of
spherical Bessel functions which leave a radial integral to be evaluated
numerieally. The total r~sis obtained from Eq.(2.9) by summing over the
final angular momentum tI which is determined by the number of partial
waves, that is, the number of terms in the superposition of one-electron
wave functions requireu to describe the final state. This number was
estimated as follows: the continuwn wave function sees an effective potc~
tia! in Eq. (2.7)

Ver) +
£' (£'+1)11'

21!10r
2

(2.10)

For large t', this is dominated by the second tenn, the c.e,'L-ti'l-i6ugal pote!!:.
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tial. If the continuum ener~y is less than the oen~6ugat poten-

w.l. averlar between the initial and continUlDll statcs is 5mall and there
fore these values oE tI will contribute little to the GOS. It was as-
slIned that mast oí the initia] state is contained within a distance ao
(the Bohr radius), where the ce~6ugal potential is less or approxi-
matelyequal to c, that is (t'(t'+l)h'/~l a'}<c. For c=IOOOeV, typical-, ,
Iy 10 partial wavcs were required to describe the continuLmI wave fuction.
As an exar.lple of this calculations. in Fig. 3a is shown the Q)S for tran-
sition ioto the continuum from the 2p subshell in Silicoo.

The differential cross-section.- Tne differential cross-section.
writtcn in tel~S oí the scattcring angle. yie1ds a double-differential
cross-section which gives thc energy differential cross-section per unir
so lid angle ¡j:

l áf,ú: (E, K)
ar- (2.11)

where h'K'/2r.,oEo=8'+siand 8E=E/2Eo• 1he last relation is obtained from
conservation oí momentum and energy in the scattering process for E<Eo
and 6<n. E is the energy lost by the incident electron with energy Eo
and 6 is the scattering angle.

The differential cross4section derived frol.l the GOS by integra-
tion of Eq.(2.11) up to momentum transfer defined by different angular
apertures gives rise to an energy-loss spectrum which nay be used to ob-
tain partial or total cross-sections. The energy-loss spectrum \.ms com-
puted within this rr~dcl up to sorne hundreds of eV aboye threshold for se-
lcetca el~nents. SoQC of thcse results are shown in Fig. 3b.

The total cross-section for inelastic scattering a. is defined1n
as the sum of a11 possible inelastic-collisions which ~y result frar.l Jif
ferent processes. Thesc processes are generally transitions ofground to
excitcd states, including discrete andcontinuum. In this section we¡::re-
sent two Jifferent r.:m.ielsto cnlculate 0in"
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Fig. 3. (a) GOS fer transi tian into the continuUI'l from 2p sl.lbshell in

Silicon. (b) L2 3 edges for 10rnr«d collection angle fer ele-
flents ill the third pcriod (11) •

2.3.1. Total-inelastic cross-sections based DI! the h3rtrec-slater modcl

Inokuti et al. (15) have rcported values of two pararneters in-
volved in the evaluatían of the cross-section for inelastic scattcring of
fast electrons by atoffiS. Their calculations are based on a single-elec-
tron approxirn.1.tionusing Hartree-Slater independent-electron wave func-
tians. In addition the first Bom apprOXil'T13tion is uscd.

hhen ane integrates Eq.(2.1) ayer a11 possible values of momen-
ttm¡ transfer hK for a given excitatían energy E corresponding to the
state n, one obtains a cOI,lpactexpress ion called the Bethe cross-section:
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o = 4.a'(R/T)( M'(tn(B'/1-B'l - B') + C l.
o o n n

(2.12)

This expressions is actually the result incorporating relativistic ef-
fects, where 8=v/c, 30, R, and T as defined in Section 2.1. The two
parameters M2 and e are atomic properties derived from the GOS. In pa_r

n. n
ticular, M2 is the density of the dipole matrix clernent and is given by

n

M'
n

df
(R/E) ai'- (2.13)

Cn being related to M~ by

C = M'(in c + 11.2268).
n n n

(2.14)

Any S~ of 0n ayer different n values has the saw.e analytical dependence
on T and is characterized by two parameters M2 and en' In particular,n

the total inelastic cross-section, Le., the SlUll of a ayer a11 n (di sereten

and continuum energies), may be written a5(15)

(2.15)

where the total dipole matrix clement square j\.1~ot is obtained by sl.D'JDTIing

Eq.(2.13) over all n. that is: M' = E M'. The second quantity in the
tot n n

total cross-section is Ctot = MEot {in(ctot )+11.2269l. According to the
general theory(15) it r.~ybe evaluated by means of the relation
~I~otin(ctot )=-2L(-1)+l,-I2,where L(-l) is a quantity defined by

L(-l) = ¡ (R/E) in(E/R) ~ dE, (2.16)

and the quantities 1
1

and 12 are integral s containing the incoherent scat
tering function Sin (K) which is an internal state property. These ~uanti
ties are given by
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"! -, 21, ZS in (K) (KaO) d (Kao) ,,
ZS. (K)

12
"! {~12 _ 1n } (Kao)-2 d(Kao)2.
O tot (Ka

O
) 2

(Z .17)

(Z .18)

Thus .en(c ) can be computed íTom two items oí infonnationJ namely, the, tot
optical oscillator-strength distribution df/dE and the wave fuction oí
the initial state (mos! commonly the ground state).

Using the parameters, M2 and M2 ln(c ), far different
1S tot tot tot

ele~ents( ) we have evaluated Eq.(Z.15) for 80keY incident electrons.
The results are presented in Sectian 4 fay comparison with the experimen-
tal results.

2.3.2 Free electron theory

It is known frorn the work of Bohm and Pines(16) that electrons
in a salid can undergo collective ay plas~a oscillations oí fairly defined
frequency. For a free-electron plasma the frequency is given by

w = (n e2/~£ )1/2p f 'O • (Z.19)

where nf is the free electron density in the plasma and ro and e the elec-
tron mass and charge respectively. lE fas! incident electrons of energy
Eo traverse a sample, they are able to excite quanta of these oscilla-
tions, known as plasmons, of energy

E = hw .p p (Z.ZO)

In this scattering process the ~nwntum and energy must be conserved.
This conservation yields an equation which relates the nomentum transfer
hK to the scattering angle e oí the incident electrons with ~mentum M.
as follows:
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K' + K
1

(2.21)

Here Kl = ke and K! I = keE, where eE = E/2EO ls the half-width oC the
angular distribution oí these scattered elcctrons. Typical values of the
plasmon energy E lic in the range lO-30eV.

p
Tite differcntial inverse [;lean free path for electrons which suf-

fer a 1055 cp has been calculated(17) as a function of the scattering
angle e:

d(l/. )
p

dñ
d(1lO ) 1
--p-= --dí, 2.ao (2.22)

A is the mean free path foy plasmon excitation, its reciprocal value is
pnop

' n being the electron conccntration per unit volume and 0p the cross-
section per atom. Integration oE Eq.(2.22) gives the integral cross-sec-
ticn a foy plasmon scattering through any anglc up to e :

p e

in(e/e).e E (2.23)

Taking calculated values oí 8c=kc/kc(kc=critical ''''avevector and k=wave
vector of the inciden! electron) foy different elements an Eo=80kcV, the
dependence oC 0p on the atomic n~ber Z according to Eq.(2.23) is given
in Section 4 íor comparison with experioental data.

3. EXPER1~IEm'AL DETERMWATION OF lNELAST1C CROSS-SECTIONS

In thc Conventional Transnission Electron ~íicroscopc (CTB~) the
spectral energy distribution in the transmitted beam, which results from
the interaction between the primary electron beam oí energy Ea and the
specimen. contains useful information concerning the physical and chemical
rroperties of the sample. Thc analysis of the energy of these transmitted
electrons is in essencc a kind oí spectroscopy called Electron Energy-
Loss Spectroscopy (EELS).

In order to carry out an energy-loss experUment to measure
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inelastic cross-sections we require: (1) a source oí electrons, (2) a
suitable sample of the material to be studied, and (3) a device (spectro-
~eter) for analyzing the energy oí the transmitted electrons. In general,
these components can take a variety oí difíerent forms, but we are mainly
interested in an experli,~ntal arrange~ent which is compatible with the
operation oí a CT~1. In this case, the source oí electrons will be the
gun o£ the microscope and the incident electrons will be assuned to have
a wel1 defined energy Eo (say BOkeV). Because we are using a microscope,
the incident bean will be capable oí being focussed on to a specimen area
whose size and position can be control1ed, and which can be imaged using
the nonnal aptíeal system oí the instnBllent. The specir.len will be a thin
film or section oí the rr~terial that we wish to study; sorneoí its chara£
teristics will be discussed in the next Section. The spectrometer is
placed after the specimen, as shown in Fig. 4, to analyze the transmitted
electrons.

_ ElECTRON
SOURCE

- CONDENSER OR
PROBE-FORHING
lENSES

SPECIHEN

'" POST-SPECIHEN
~ (PRE-SPECTROHETER)lENSES

ElECTRON
DETECTOR
,¡

SPECTRUH
STORAGEI

_._ ..•.._ DISPLAY

SPECTROHETER
Fig. 4. Typical EELS system¡ len s column can be either conventional or

scanning transmission microscope(24).
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AH the infonnation that is obtaincd about the sample is contai!'.
cd in the angular and energy distribution of the eleetrons that have
passed through the specimen. By studing these distribution, resulting
írem the intcraction between thc incident electrons and the sample, the
required infannatían relating to inelastic cross-scctions can be meas-
ured. The method used to carry out the analysis is describcd below.

3.] Sampte pJLepaJUlwn

There are many conditions which the ideal sample should fulfill
(¡.e., havo a clean surface, be homogeneous, etc.) and mast prcparations
methods invalve a compromise ;rith respeet oí them. The mast obvious 1'c-

quirement is that the specimen be transparent to eleetrons (with and
witl~ut an objective aperture in place). In other words, that the speci-
men be thín enough for an electron microscopc investigatían.

To perform energy-loss cxperimcnts we required thín uniform fiIms
01' sections of known thickness. 1110specimen thickness should in general
satisfy the relationship(18) t«A. /2), where A. is the total nean free

ln J.n

path for inclastic scattering and t the specimen thickness, which for
80keV incident elcctrons and a typical sample containing light elements
(2<30) is in the range 20-60nm.

lhin carbon fiIms were cvaporated on mica then floated off, on
the surface of distilled water, by dipping them under the '<ater and pick-
ing the up on 3-nm diameter copper grids (150 mesh per inch). These
carbon films were used to support thin polycristalline metallic films
which wcre preparcd by evaporatían in vacuo 3t a base pressurc oí about
10-5 Torr. The film thickness of 331UTIAlwnimnn, 28run Chromitml, 24run Iron,
and 48nm Copper were measured using a quartz-crystal thic~lCSS monitor
situated ncar the electron microscope grids. Because accurate film th.ic~
ness measurements are oí crucial ~rtance in the present work the quartz-
crystal monitor was previously calibrated by interfercrnetry.*

*Experimental details are available from the author.
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3.2 CoUec.üon and anaty&.il> 06 an eJ1Vtgy-toM &pectJtum

To characterize the interactions of thc incident elcctrons and
the sample we colleet all the transnitted electrons lying within a cone
oí Sor.J.Csemi-angle (X (in a CIEI'l this angle is li.r:Iited by an objectivt" 2.p.
ertufe located on the back focal plane of the objective lens) about the
incident bcam direction, and thcn analyze thcsc for their energy 1055.
The result that we obtain from such an experiment is an energy-loss spec-
tnHJl (ELS) , in which we pIat the transnitted signal intensity J as a fun~
tion oí the energy-loss E for a11 the electrons scattercd wi thin the GJl~

lar cone ex acceptcd by the spectrometer. Figure S shows schematically an
ELS. The spectrum consists oí:

(1) A sharp peak at E=O representing the elastically scat-
tered and unscattered electrons fro~ the incident beam
(one nonmally refers to this as the zero~loss peak).

(2) A broad peak in the range E=IO to 40eV indicating energy
1055 due to excitation oE plasmons or va1ance-electron
transitions. These two peaks lie in the region oE the
spect~~ known as the low-loss regions.

(3) An abrupt rise in the transmitted int~~sity represcnting
excitation oE inner shell electrons to vacant statcs in
the continuUffi. This rise, in the high-1oss region of the
spectnUlI, takes place aboye an energy 1055 equal to the
binding energy Ek, where k is the type oE inncr shcl1 ex~
cited (k=K, 1, N, etc.).

3.2.1 Measurerncnt oE ionization partial cross-sectíons

The excitatíon edges in the ELS are nonmal1y uscd to idcntify
the presence oE a given e1eQCnt within the area oí specimcn defined by
the incident beam of electrons. A quantitative est~tion, giving the
number N oE atoll1SDE the eIernent per uní! area oí specrnen, is obtained
from the area Ik(a,ó) measured directly under an excitation edge, after
extrapolating and subtracting the background wich precedes the edge (see
Fig. 6). In such a case, the forw~lism due to cgerton(19)can ben used to
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30nm carbon
E." 80k~V

•..•...•.
..........

....•....
.....•..•..

...../•........
•.• 10 mrad ••••

........•.

.......... "' •.

o !i 2!i 100 250 !i00 1000 2000

Fig. 5. Electron intensity J(E) as a function of energy 1055 E (the
energy-loss spectrum) fer BOkeV electrons transmitted through
a 30nm specimen of amorphous carbono The spectrum i5 shown fOl
two different values of collection semi-angle a. It exhibits
(froro left to right) a zero-loss peak, a valenceexcitation peak
and an inner-shell edge due to excitation of 1s (K-shell) elec-
transo For convenience of display, non-linear scales have been
used on both axes.

obtain thc concentration N oí a given elernent, i.e.,

N 1
G

(3.1)

here lt(a,fi) is an area mcasured írem the low-loss region oí the spectrum
(Fig. 6) and 0k(a.6) is ~ partial cross-section oí the element, correspon
ding to inner-shell losses between Ek and Ek+6. The factor G allows for
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any difference in the detector
region oí the spectrum.

gnin between the low- and the high-energy

E

1,

t E,-E2 k
E, 2 E2

Fig. 6. Schematic energy-loss spectrum illustrating one method of back-
ground fitting and measurement of the integral Ik(a,~)for qua~
titative analysis.

There are two methods, direct and indirect, in which Eq.(3.l)
can be used to obtain partial ionization cross-sections. The direct method
(used íor elements) involves knowledge oí the concentration N per unit
area of specimen. This quantity is knawn if ane takes the bulk density P
oí the elen~nt and assumes a specimen thickness t, since N is related to
the concentration per unit volumen n by N=nt=pNot/A, wherc A is the atamic
weight of the constituent atOJf.5and No the Avogadro's number. Knowing N,
it is possible to obtain the pa.rtia! cross-sections from the sa.rnemeasur-
able quantities mentianed above (~.e., 1.(0,6) and 1¿(0,6)). The indirect
method (used for stoichiometric compounds) assumes, according to the
stoichiometry, the re!ative abundance ~11N2 oí the two elen~ntsin a com
pound. In this case the ratio oí the two partia! cross-sections Okl(a,~)

and 0k2(a,ñ) can be obtained if two excitation edges in the same spectrum
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nre ~asured under the same conditions, i.e., with the same a and ~
l¿(a,ó) and G in Eq.(3.1) cancel giving

°k,(a,ó)
°k2(a,ó)

lk,(a,ó)
Ik2(a,ó)

(3.2)

where Ik,(a,6) and Ik2(a,ó) are the Guantities to bemeasurcd in the ELS
It is i~portant .to point out that the ratio N,/N2 is independent of the
specimen thickness.

~~asurement of areas in the ELS.- The area l¿(a,ó) under the
low-loss energy region oí the spectr~~is obtained by straightforward
sWJQation oí the channel counts. For measurc~nts on inner-shell ioni-
zatian edges, the background due to other 1055 process (excitation of
plasn~nsor valence-electron transitions) has to be stripped. The gener-
al Qcthod for background stripping is to define befare the threshold enc£
gy Ek a fitting region of interest, or fitting window, which is typi~,lly
50 to 200eV wide and where a power law AE-r (Ref. 20) is adjusted to the
data. To determine A and r we have used the following formulae(21):

l-r l-rA = (1,+12)(1-r)/(E2 - E, ),

r = 2 log(I,/12)/log(E2/E,),

(3.3)

(3.4)

where the fitting window (E" E2) is divideJ in two halves (Fig. 6) of
-rrespective integrals 1, and 12" Once the fit is tl~de, the power law AE

is extrapolatcd unJer thc characteristic edgc (Fig. 6) up to fcw hundreds
oí eVo TIte area Ik(a,~) is then evaluated using the relation

J(E)dE - ~ {(E + ó)'-rl-r k (3.5)

3.2.2 Measure~nt oí total-inclastic cross-scctions

The area lo under the zero-loss peak, relativc to thc total
area IT under the energy-loss spectrum, can be used for measuring the
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total mean free path fOT inelastic scattering A. , according to the equ~ln
tion

~ = in(IT/lo)'
ln

(3.6)

lE the thickness t is known one can find Ain by measuring lo and ITo

These two quantities are obtained by straight forward surnmation oE the
ehannel counts corresponding to the zero-loss peak ano to the total spec-
t~ (typically recorded up to 2000eY for analysis of light elements).
The total inelastic cross-section per atom is fOlmd using thc telation
01n=1/0A1n' where n is the concentration oE atoms per unit volumc oí spe~
meno

The experimental system for recording the energy 1055 spcctrum
has been described previously(22). This consists of a JEM 1008 transmis-
sion electron microscope cambined with a custo~-made nagnetic spcctro-
QCter(23). Using the electron microscope in the diffr~ction ~e, a spot
dianeter oí about 4~m at 80keV primary electrons is incident on the speei
meno The transmitted eleetrons lying in a cone of sorne width a and foeu~
sea on the object plane of the spectrometer by rneans oí an intermediate
lens of the microscope operated in "high-resolution diffraction" node (in
this mode the projector lens is switched off). The electron spectrometer
produces its energr dispersion by applying to the transmitted electrons a
magnetic field. Spectra are recorded by scanning the exit beam of the
spectrorneter across an adjustablc slit located at the spectrometer u~ge
plane, causing electrons of a particular encrgy loss to £a11 onto a tran~
mission phosphor screenwith a resulting vo1tage at the output of the
photomultiplier tube.

The spectra are acquired in 1024 channcls, of a T~-1710
Multichannel Analyzer O.ICA), using a typical dweIl time (the time for
which the data is stored in each channel) of approximately 40 msee. After
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acquisition the data is proccssed with thc hclp of a TN-1117 Floppy disk
mer.Dry syst~~ (used far recording spectra, and loading the system operat-
ing progr~ when necessary). This is controlled by a Texas Instruments
Silent 700 ¿ata terminal, which contains an alphnurncric keyboard and a
silent printer. Ir.Fig. 7 recorded spectra are sho\in for the different
elerr~nts analyzed. The experimental inelastic cross-sections will be
given in Section 4 far comparison with the theory presented in Section 2.

Fig. 7. Reeorded spectrum f~om (a) a 33nm thick A¿ film, (b) a 28nm
thick Cr film, (e) a 24no thick Fe film, and (e) a 48nm thick
Cu film.

4. CO.lPARlSOJ'l BE111'EENCALOJLATED AND EXPERIME:-rfAL CROSS-SECfIONS

In Section 2 the different models far calculating inelastic
cross-sections were presented. In this Section we will compare the re-
sults oí calculations based on these models with experimental measure-
ments carried out for different elements (i.e., Al, Cr, Fe, and Cu).
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The cross-scctionsfor excitatían of atomic clectrons fro~ the
K-shcll in Al, and fran the L-shell in er, Fe, and Cu is sho~n, as a fun£
tion of the collection angle, in Fig. 8. In this figure. the hidrogenic
calculations are compared with experimental ~easurcments. For a11 the
elements studied, the experimental measurcments show, within the experi-
mental standard deviation, a similar trend as the hyurogenic calculatians.
This similari ty indicates that the hydrogenic model predicts ',e11 the
angular distribution of tite scattcred eleetrons which have excited inner-
shcll atanic electrons. A similar comparison ",ith the Hartree-Slater ca!.
culations' is not possible. Jue to the lack oí PJblished data. However.
the angular distribution predicted by the Hartree-Slater model can be ob-
tained fmm Eq.(2.ll); this equation shows tl~t d'e/dEdQ is rroportional
to l/e' + e'. By integrating d'a/dEdn over a unit of solid angle dn.E ,
it can be seen that da(a)/dE is proportional to tn{l+(a/eE)'}. In fact,
this results fran small angle approximation which can be justified be-
cause we are in the dipoIe region (momentum transfer hK=O). In Fig. 8b
we canpare a single calculation based on this model with the experimento
Agreanent is eloser than with hydror.enie value, which may be a result of
the more accurate wave functions used for ealculating the CDS.

Figure 8 shrnvs the partial ionization cross-sections (for K-
shell excitation in Al, L-shcll excitation in Cr, Fe, and Cu) integrated
up to two different energy windows ó=IOOeV and ó=200eV. In this figure we
compare the hydrogenic calculations with experimental data. On the one
handJ the experimental values do not He consistently below or aboye the
values predicted by the hydrogenic calcuIations (oL figures). Tbis in-
consisteney can be attributeJ to the faet "that the hydrogenic model does
not predict weIl the shape of the edge near the threshold. For example
the L-edge for Cr shows a slight peak at the threshold (see Fig. 7b) which
is presumably due to excitation of electrons frorn the 2p-subshell to the
partia11y fi11ed 2d-subshell. This peak at the threshold contributes to
the partial ionization cross-section, so we expect the experimental meas-
urcments to lie aboye the hydrogenic calculations, as observed in figure
8b. For the other elcments studied (L e. J Al, Fe, and Cu) the edges are
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not pcaked at the thrcshold and the experimental values lie below the
hydrogenic calculations. That is, the hydrogenic model predicts slight1y
high valucs fOT the cross-section. On the othCT hand, when the partia!
ionization cross-scctions for L-shell excitation (hoth experimental and
hydrogenic) are integrated up to an energy ~uindrnv ~=200cV. the agrecment
between the experiment and theory beca.es better (see Fig. 8). The disa
greement for small onergy windO\, (ó<200eV) might be expected; since the
hydrogenic model in it5 hasie form predicts too large a cross-scction
ncaT the edge, the prograrn uscd for calculating the cross-scction ror L-
shell excitatlon adds an extra energy dependence to the nos, to briog
this in to ar,recmcnt with X-ray absortion measurements(9). If this modi-
fication i5 not cxact, the perccntagc error is less far Jarge encr3,Y

'-JindOlV'. ):'orthe elcments studied the hydrogenic model agrees, within the
experimental standard dcviation, with the cxperiment for an cnergy win-
dOl; ó=200eV.

lt is relevant to point out that the error bars sho~n along with
the experimental values represent the experimental standard deviation cal
culatcd frcm 10 separate mcasurcments 1n each element studied. In addi tion,
it is important to Jiscuss possible sources of systrn¡atic error ",,'hich
couldeffect our results. First. therc may be a systrn¡atic error arising
frar. the thickness measurrn¡ent. This error is estimated to be about S~.
Secondly, error may arise both frcm the instrurnent itself and frcm the ex
perimental proeedure. In extreme cases, this procedural error ~ay be as
high as 20\ (Ref. 19).

In Fig. 9 the eross-sections for inclastie scattering. busco on
the Plasmon ano lIartree-Slater mcxlcls, are sho~'11as a funetion of the
atOOlic nlJ"lber(Z). for comp..1risonwith the experimental measurcments. lhe
experimental values for Cr. Fe. and Cu are 0.11greater than prcdicted by
Plasroon ealcu1ations, whcrcas for Al this model gives the best agrcf'rlent.
This good agreCQent is no doubt hecause Al is more like a free-eleetl~n
metal than the othcr metals, as can be seen froro the faet that the experi
mental plasman encrgy (I6eV) is approxir,latelyCClual to that prcdicted by
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thc free-eleetron plasmon theory (ls.8eV). For the other elernents the
energy differenee is appreeiable (e.g., for Cr 18.5 and 27eV, for Fe 16.7
and 23eV respectively) so we might expcct the eross-section to be given
more accurately be the Hartree-Slater model, as in faet is observed in
Fig. 9. For a11, the experimental value is a factor of 2.6 less tilan
predicted by Hartree-Slater calculations. This large discrepancy is pro-
babily due to solid-statc effeets, whieh shift the oseillator strength to
higher energy 1055. This shift can be secn fram the faet that in a sin-
gle Al atom the ionizatían energy is S.9geV, whereas in the salid the
plasmon energy is approximately 16eV. The energy shift decreases the
eross-seetion, sinee da/dE is proportional to(l/E)df/dE {ef. Eq.(2.1)1.
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Fig. 9 Inelastic cross-section as a function ef the atomic numb~r (Z)

for BOkeV electrons. The ealculations are based on the Hartree-
Slater and plasmon modelo
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5. CONCLUSIONS

Comparison bet"~en the hydrogenic model ano experiment indi~ates
that for a11 thc clements studicd the former prcdicts we11 thc angular
distribution of the scattered electrons which have excited innor-shell
atomic electrons. Although these measurements were carried out only fOT
a few elements we might expcct similar results for other elements. The
comparison a150 indicates that tite hydrogenic moJel is less accuratc for
calculating L-5he11 cross-sections with low energy windows (ó<200eV).
This discrepance between theory and experiment may be due to both atomic
ano solid-gtate fine structure near the edge. On basis oí the prescnt
experimental results this cffeet was faund to be less for a large cncrgy
window (ó=200eV).

Camparison between the different rnodels for calculating total-
inelastic cross-sections and experiment indicates that no single moJel
predicts well thc cross-section. II0wever, the cross-section for metals
whose valence losses are ~ainly due to single-electron transitions should
be predicted more accurately be atomic rnodels. Furthermore, for rnetals
(like Al) whose valcnce losses are mainly due to collcctive cxcitations,
the cross-scction should be predicted more accurately by the plasman
free-electron theory.

For estimating the local thickness t of a specimen, by means of
Eq.(3.6), it would be convenicnt to have a modcl for calculating the re-
quired mean free path for inelastic scattering. On the basis of the pre-
sent experimental results the mean free path for free.elcctron rnetals
(e.g. ~~, Ca, In, Sn, Cs, and Rb) can, in principIe, be estimated using
the plasman frce-elcctron theory. For elements like Cr, Fe, and Cu the
mean free path can be estimated using the Hartree-Slater modelo However,
in many cases (e.g., compounds and organic substances) it is not obvious
which model is more appropriate. In this case one must reIr on experi.rne~
tal measurements of the inelastic mean free path.
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